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Abstract 
 The paper is mathematically, physically and biologically inspired - it is a 
deductive attempt of the biologist to find the most appropriate language for 
modeling of life. Applications of mathematical structures - groupoids, groups, 
categories, functors and monads, which are the most effective for the description of 
the complex objects, are discussed. Some new conceptions and interpretations were 
introduced: unified classification of complex systems; the generalized conception 
about stationary states of any autonomous agent ("Statology"); the total 
quantitative criterions of evolutionary direction; the generalized group of symmetry. 
The definitions of information, entropy, organization, behavior, evolution, creation, 
life, culture, cognition were formulated. An actually closed and potentially opened 
ecosystem was introduced as the elementary object of organization and evolution of 
life. Evolution considered as process of generating of a concrete group G of 
permutations of elements of ecosystems, which is based on activities of the intrinsic 
autonomous agents. Life was considered as the way of realization of extreme 
principles of physics through co-organizing of behavior of the ecosystem elements 
and through dilating borders of the ecosystem by an interiorization of an extrinsic 
environment.  
 
Keywords  autonomous agents, physics of life, complexity, ecosystem, theory of 
evolution, organization, artificial life.  
 
1 Introduction 
1.1 Towards a More Harmonious Future with a better understanding of 
nature of life 
Global modeling demands a generalized theory of life. Not Simply interesting 
reasoning or huge conglomerates of local models are required, but the model based 
on the generalized physical and mathematical theory. Requirements to this theory 
are simplicity, clearness, logic consistency and aptitude to be interpretable by all 
the known facts and bases of existing scientific knowledge. This theory should allow 
to deduce theoretically all set of the known facts, all set of the scientific theories and 
to predict the further development of biosphere. Where we would take such theory? 
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- It can be invented only, basing on an intuitive knowledge of specificity of living 
systems. The essence of the invention should consist in creation of the ideal objects 
which are needed for understanding the basic laws of the organization and 
development of biosphere, and which are needed for strategic designing of a more 
harmonious future civilization. To understand where we should go it needs 
scientifically to design corresponding ideal objects. To understand means to  
reproduce (to model) in mind. Here a deductive attempt of creation of such language 
is undertaken. Some variants of this theory were published earlier [1, 2]. 
1.2 Importance of Symmetry and a Group-Theoretic Approach 
The group theoretical approach is one of the most viable ways to formulate the main 
points of organization, behavior and evolution of life. This point of view based on a 
conception of A.V. Shubnikov and V.A. Koptsik - the law of organization of a whole 
structure and the structure symmetry is one and the same. The structure symmetry 
is the highest automorphism group of the structure [3]. Symmetry is immunity of 
structures to any external or internal transformations. The group of symmetry 
specifically describing a structure allows to repair any destroyed part of this 
structure or to reproduce it anew. It is possible to say, that the concrete specific 
mathematical group of structure is its full design documentation. It is full set of the 
operations, allowing to repair structure after its decomposition or to construct a new 
from the specific set of elements. Theory symmetry is the way to find the 
similarities between different things. This theory allows revealing invariants of 
transformations, to describe internal structure of ideal and material systems both 
in science, and in art. It is general theory of beauty and a way to characterize 
ontological essence of systems of any complexity. It is well-known what the theory 
of groups has allowed to create the physical and mathematical theory of all possible 
forms of crystals, to unite various kinds of geometry and to create the general 
outlines of an all mathematical structures.  
1.3 Importance of a Category-Functors Approach 
In its turn, a categorical description of the complex systems is the most appropriate 
approach to their modeling. Category theory [4] is a general mathematical theory of 
systems. Categories in abstract reflect moments of stability and variability of 
systems. The category gives for the described system the whole set of systems 
states. In a reality, every concrete system at present time gets through only one of 
possibilities. It allows us to see, among other things, how systems of different kinds 
related to one another as well as the universal components of a family of systems of 
a given kind. If the mathematical models describe some class of systems accepting 
mappings each other, it is possible to construct a category of such models. As the 
information is the defined type of mappings, the theory of categories is especially 
perspective for the description of alive and information systems. Category theory 
formalizes a number of algebraic properties of collections of transformations 
between mathematical objects (such as binary relations, groups, sets, etc.) of the 
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same type. R. Rosen [5] and A.P. Levich [6] especially emphasized unique 
opportunities of the theory of categories for modeling biological processes and 
systems.  
1.3.1 Category 
A category consists of two things: a collection of objects and, for each pair of 
objects, and a collection of morphisms (sometimes called ``arrows'') from one to 
another. 
In most concrete categories over sets, an object is some mathematical structure and 
morphism is a map between two objects. The morphisms are then required to 
satisfy some natural conditions; for instance, the identity map between any object 
and itself is always morphism, and the composition of two morphisms (if defined) is 
always morphism.  
1.3.2 Morphism 
Morphism is a map between two objects in an abstract category. 
 
1.3.3 Functor 
A functor is function between categories, which maps objects to objects, and 
morphisms to morphisms. A functor is a morphism of categories. 
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2 The Main Statements, Notions and Interpretations 
 *The Preliminary Note:  
The objects of real world are systems. Systems are structures together with the 
intrinsic elements. Talking concerning structures, instead of concerning systems, 
I emphasize, that in the given generalized theory there is no rigid association of 
the considered universal laws to the structural elements only of one quotient of a 
type. Life is considered not only as we know it on the Earth (carbon-based living 
systems), but and as it could be elsewhere. 
For underlining orientation and asymmetry of concept "function" in the world of 
alive, concept "operation" is the preferable synonym of “function” in this work. 
The concept "organization" means the holistic operational scheme of the system. 
2.1 Universe (Global Environment) 
The global environment (Universe) is necessary for existence and evolution of life. 
The global environment sets the local parameters under which living systems 
realize their optimal kinetic stability. 
2.2 Universal Classification of Types of Systems 
The basis of the emergence and evolution of life is a set of compatible 
systems (set M) of the universe.  
In the framework is brief list of the basic types of the all-possible systems of the 
universe (а potential set M):  
A. Equilibrium systems:  
I. Static equilibrium systems 
II. Dynamic equilibrium systems.  
B. Nonequilibrium systems:  
I. Nonequilibrium static systems.  
II. Nonequilibrium dynamic systems - dissipative systems 
(i) The dissipative systems nonmediated by 
information. 
(ii) The dissipative systems mediated by information 
(the informationally inspired dissipative 
systems) 
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In more details:  
A. Equilibrium systems (static or dynamic): 
(i) The static ones (molecules, crystals ...); 
(ii) the dynamic ones - stationary dynamic systems existing due to a return to 
the initial position (state, form) without dissipation (atoms, planetary 
rotating systems, ...). 
B. Nonequilibrium static systems – Examples provided by a pushed, pulled, or 
pressed spring (elastic device that returns to its shape or position when pushed, 
pulled, or pressed), organic molecules (C-C chemical bonds energetically similar to 
energized pressed springs), container with the compressed gas.... Made mention 
here the molecular systems are kinetically stable and thermodynamically unstable   
C. Nonequilibrium stationary dynamic systems - dissipative systems – systems, 
which supported by flows of a dissipation of energy: 
(i) The dissipative systems nonmediated by information. 
The dissipative systems nonmediated by information are nonequilibrium 
stationary dynamic systems existing because of returns to an initial position 
(status, form) which supported by flows of a dissipation of energy and not 
mediated by information. For example, dissipative autocatalytic systems of 
the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction type, whirlwinds, rivers (permanent 
systems based on water circulation)... [7]. 
(ii) The dissipative systems mediated by information (the infomationally inspired 
dissipative systems) 
The dissipative systems mediated by information are nonequilibrium stationary 
dynamic systems existing because of return to an initial position (a condition, form) 
which mediating by information and supporting by flows of a dissipation of energy. 
The kinds of such automorphic processes are: 
hypercycle, adaptive behavior, reproduction, recovery (regeneration, repair). 
All living systems are the mediated by information dissipative systems. 
There are three integrating functions of life, which mediated by information: 
control, reproduction and creation. These integrating functions are the base of 
existence of life. Organisms and social organizations are the highest forms 
(biological and social accordingly) of autonomous agents (the dissipative 
systems which are mediated by information). The key feature of an organism 
is that at least on one from levels of its subsystems the organism has realized 
interiorization of historically preceding of conditions of an environment in 
frameworks of functional intraclosure over the operations of set R of 
hypercyclic, autocatalytic, catalytic and simple noncatalytic systems. 
[The evolutionary emergence of the functional closures (organized systems) 
open the way of the organizationally mediated (mutually catalyzing) 
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amplification of the dissipation flows. It is due an evolutionary increasing 
ability of organized systems to extract a free energy from the environment.] 
2.3 Autonomous Agents 
The dissipative systems are systems being of which mediated by information are 
the autonomous agents. Autonomous agents have the following specific set of 
properties:  
(i) They are nonequilibrium and able to do some work. It is provided by 
fixation of a free environmental energy directly in their system (e.g. in 
organic molecules) or/and they are able to extract a free energy from the 
environment for execution of their specific functions. 
(ii) Their subsystems are mutually compatible. The compatibility of their 
subsystems based on their morphological homomorphy, i.e. they have a 
fundamental unity of specific morphological arrangement. As a consequence, 
the fundamental unity of their specific morphological arrangement, it 
facilitates possibilities of their interactions, up to the opportunity of their 
mutual transformations each other. 
[One of prerequisites of compatibility of organic molecules is their chyral 
purity.] 
(iii) They possess such a vast structural variety (polymorphism), that are 
capable of establishing ten pairs of simple (elementary) mutually opposite 
functional relations between each other, including relations with their 
constituents and with the environment - set R (SEE Table 1). This set of 
functions (operations) is invariant for the living. Combinatorial closure of one 
elementary operation on others generates such integrating operations as 
control, reproduction and creation. 
2.4 Autonomous Ecosystem of an Autonomous Agent 
Ecosystem. Each autonomous agent (organism, program, automatic device ...) 
inhabit its own individual autonomous ecosystem  – see Fig. 1. The individual 
ecosystem is the domain of operational plenary power of the autonomous agent 
in its local eco-environment. The individual ecosystem is including the 
autonomous agent itself. The autonomous agent senses its external and internal 
environment through receptors, reasoning on the base of its outlook and act 
(through its effectors) operationally upon its ecosystem (eco-environment and the 
autonomous agent itself).  
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Figure 1. Ecosystem of autonomous agent. In nervous system of the 
autonomous agent the ecosystem as a whole is reflectively displayed.  
The specific outlook of the autonomous agent is the ecosystem's autoreflection (in the 
selection device of the autonomous agent) interrelations between the possible states 
of the specific ecosystem environment and of the possible states of the autonomous 
agent - see Fig. 1. Behavior of an autonomous agent pre-exist in the ecosystem's 
outlook or may be created as a decision making on the base combinatorial 
generating and subsequent natural or reasonable selection new genetic 
(informational) combinations of relative value. 
The autonomous agent may be collective (multi-agent or agency). Responsibility of 
coordination and scheduling distributed to all networks of agents or it in part 
delegated to one or several agents. All net of agents inhabit in an environment of 
the same ecosystem. Individual agents of the network may have a mutual 
functional specialization. Relationships of the autonomous informational agents 
include abilities to perceive reason, make decisions and respond to stimuli. 
  
2.5 The Elementary Object of Organization and Evolution of Life 
The individual ecosystem of an autonomous agent (of an organism, organization ...) 
can called "elementary object of life" or "elementary object of evolution, organization 
and behavior". As and the autonomous agent, the individual (specific) ecosystem 
may be considered as the autonomous one.  
Evolution may consider as a historical hypertrajectory of eco-structural 
stationary states consistently passing each other. Result of evolution is 
emergence of new ecosystem with new autonomous agents, new types of an 
autonomous agent's behavior and new types of the appropriate autonomous 
environment. The evolution consists of separate behavioral acts.  
Behavior may consider as a trajectory of stationary states of ecosystem 
consistently passing each other. It is process of changing of states of the 
ecosystem as result of the perceiving-thinking-acting of the autonomous agent.  
  The space of the possible autonomous agent-mediated stationary states of the 
ecosystem (macroapproach) may define as the construction of a functors between 
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the category of the possible states of the autonomous agent and the category of the 
possible states of the specific ecosystem. There is the autoreflection of this 
construction on itself. This autoreflection is in the autonomous agent's outlook. The 
autonomous agent has the ability to adjust to different eco-structural conditions. A 
behavioral response is triggering by certain conditions of the ecosystem. The 
autonomous agent (or the autonomous agency) and it's autonomous ecosystems are 
capable to operate one another in according of the set R and all of combinations of 
the set R up to integrative operations and ability to a creative decision making.  
2.6 The Mathematical Structures Underlying Life 
The Set of Universal Operations, Underlying Life. The space of the possible 
informational-inspired stationary states of the ecosystem arise because of 
operational activity of autonomous agent functioning in the given ecosystem (the 
ecosystem = the autonomous agent + its specific eco-environment). These operations 
partially or completely cover the set R of ten pairs of mutually antipodal elementary 
operations and their combinations up to such integrating operations as control, 
reproduction, creation and their combinations. 
The application of the extreme physical principles to the individual ecosystem as to 
operationally isolated system is possible. Ecosystem may be considered as "the 
individual behavioral unit" or/and "the individual evolutionary unit". 
Table 1. Set R includes five pairs of mutually antipodal elementary operations 
(elementary catalytic actions) with substance, energy and information on the set of 
compatible systems (set M) that underlie life and any autonomous agent. (See also 
picture 3)  
Direct operations Reverse operations 
1. Identification 1'. Identification 
2. Right-hand mirror 
reflection 
2'. Left-hand mirror reflection 
3. Change of position in 
space 
3'. Reversion of position in 
space 
4. Transformation of 
configuration 
4'. Restoration of 
configuration 
5. Connecting 
(Opening;   
Conjunction;   
Amalgamating;  
Uniting;  
Adding;  
Switching-on) 
5'. Disconnecting 
(Isolation;  
Disjunction;  
Disamalgamating;  
Dividing;  
Subtracting;  
Switching-off ) 
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In the previous works I proposed the existence not of five as it is submitted in a 
table 1 here, but of 10 pairs of elementary operations. Besides the elementary 
operations described in this work, there were also: “Inflow - Outflow", 
"Concentrating - Scattering", "Switching-on and Switching-off", "Provision of inlet 
and Provision of outlet", "Increase of number of elements and Decrease of number of 
elements”. The reflective analysis has allowed establishing, that the pair of 
operations “Switching-on and Switching-off” can identify with the fifth pair of 
elementary operations - "Connecting - Disconnecting", as it is suggesting in the 
given work. In the general representation, these important operational pairs can be 
designed from elementary operations. I also identified a pair of mutually opposite 
elementary actions “Increase in number of elements and Reduction of number of 
elements” with non-elementary integrating function that is reproduction. Pairs 
"Outflow - Inflow", “Concentrating - Scattering”, “Provision of inlet and Provision of 
outlet” I consider as compositions of elementary operations too. 
The operations of set R and their combinations entirely cover all kinds of relations 
that are obligatory for emergence, stable existence and evolution of all ordered 
systems of the set M [ the set R covers all possible interactions between any 
autonomous agent (animal, man, organization, machine, program) and the specific 
eco-environment]. The operations can equally well be performing with substance, 
energy and information.  
2.6.1 Group and Groupoids 
The operations of set R generate the mathematical group G over all possible binary 
combinations of the operations (including both individual combinatorial 
participants and new derived combinations of the operations). The proofs are: 
1. ASSOCIATIVITY [If a, b and c are in the group then (a • b) • c = a • (b • 
c).] 
In case of combinations (unlike permutation) the sequence of operations is 
not significant, hence the performance of properties of associativity appears. 
2. CLOSURE [If a and b are in the group then a • b is also in the group.] 
All combinations of operations belong to one groupoid. This follows from the 
conditions of specifying this set, in combinations of which all-possible changes 
in the structure embedded. 
3. IDENTITY [There is an element e of the group such that for any element a 
of the group a • e = e • a = a.] 
There is the common unit (and the only one), which is the operation of 
identification. 
4. INVERSES [For any element a of the group there is an element a-1 such 
that 
          a • a-1 = e 
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          and 
          a-1 • a = e ] 
There is a reverse element for each element (SEE Table 1). 
The group G is a potential functional invariant of organization of life. It is the 
system, which generating is spontaneous process, as it is most balanced and most 
symmetrical of all possible systems. It is possible to say, that process of origin and 
evolution of life is process of origin and evolution of beauty and life is process of 
generating of beauty. Beauty is a level of symmetry of systems characteristics and 
life is process of increasing of level of symmetry (level of beauty) of ecosystems up to 
realization of the group G on the whole volume of Universe. At the same time the 
generalized theory of life would be considered and as the generalized theory of 
symmetry.  
The spontaneous generating of systems based on the process of increasing of 
satisfying of their intrinsic automorphism to the full group G on more and more full 
volume of a set M up to the Universe. Physically it may be explained by the quest 
for emergence of more and more thermodynamically counterbalanced systems by 
increasing of the specific (per unit of a mass of systems) velocity of an energy 
dissipation flow through these systems.  
Certainly, this process is long - it takes all time of evolution of life and the gradually 
happens. One from components of this way is perfecting element basis of the 
autonomous intellectual (informational) agents and their ecosystems. By one from 
motives of last perfecting of the element basis is its increasing and greater sufficing 
of generated systems to properties of group. In the beginning, arise more simple 
approximations to properties of group - so-called groupoids. On definition, the 
groupoid is a set on which one any binary operation is given. Algebraic systems with 
freer structure than groups in particular include such groupoids as semigroups, 
monoids and loops (no associative law). Systems described by various groupoids are 
emerging during evolution. For want of to further development of the given theory, 
listed groupoids can be useful. Let me give the brief well-known descriptions of 
semigroups and monoids.  
2.6.1.1  Semigroups 
Semigroups, in particular, constitute a large family of mathematical objects. These 
are sets with associative binary operations but not necessarily inverses. (In some 
accounts, no identity is assumed either; those semigroups with an identity are 
"monoids".) In particular, the set of all maps from a set to itself (in some category) 
form a semigroup. 
2.6.1.2  A Monoid 
A monoid is one of three closely related algebraic structures. A semigroup is a set S, 
and a binary operation •, with the properties that • is closed on S (that is, if x and y 
are elements of S then x • y is also a member of S) and that • is associative (that is, 
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if x, y, and z are elements of S, then x • (y • z) = (x • y) • z). A monoid is a 
semigroup that has an identity element. That is, there exists some element id such 
that, for all x in S, x • id = id • x = x.  
Finally, a group is a monoid with the property that every element has an inverse. 
That is, for every x in S, there exists an element xi such that x • xi = xi • x = id. 
 
2.6.2 Groupoids and Categories 
Groupoids - "small categories in which all morphisms are isomorphisms" [9]. 
Any monoid (and thus any group) can be considered as a category: in this case, 
the category has only one object and the morphisms of the category are given by 
the elements of the monoid. Composition of morphisms corresponds to 
multiplication of elements of the monoid. It is easily checked that the axioms of a 
monoid corresponds to the axioms of a category in this particular case. It can 
therefore be said that the notion of a category is a generalization of the concept 
of preorder and at the same time a generalization of the notion of monoid. The 
theory of groupoids and theory of categories appear interconnected. This 
circumstance deserves special attention for want of further development of the 
given theory. 
2.7 Where Did the Operations in Set R and Group G come from? 
Being a biologist and trying to follow traditions of general systems theory and 
cybernetics, I have found one interesting analogy. All living organisms have 
substantially similar functional organization - all of them have informational, 
energy, impellent, bearing, and excretory and number of other systems. I had a 
feeling that there is a certain functional invariant, which in the main part remains 
the same for any living organism - both for single-celled and for multicellular. 
Moreover, our autonomous social organisations (especially so-called official 
"juridical persons") obviously organized in accordance to the same common 
functional invariant. In all these cases the base elements and an  entirety of 
realization of a complete matrix of the generalized functional invariant are, in 
essence, the only differences. It was very interesting. The similarity between the 
general functional organization was obvious and for various languages. It is possible 
to say that the communicational reflection of the same generalized-functional 
invariant lies in the basis of the language. Languages differ by elements (by words) 
and by grammars, but functionally they are invariant and identical each other. The 
functional invariance of languages provides a possibility for their mutual 
translation. In this way, would it be possible to formulate the required functional 
invariant? Originally, I wrote a list of the all-possible functions, known to me as 
realized in life - listing functions of separate organs and systems of organisms. Then 
to this list, I added all the main verbs which are not reducible to each other. The 
main types of functional operations realized in biochemical processes were taken 
into account also. Further, all synonyms were reduced to single values, and all other 
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synonymic variants were discarded. Any obviously composite functions were 
discarded also. Only the most elementary and unique functions were left. Thus from 
the list only five pairs of mutually antipodal elementary functions (the set R in 
Table 1) were obtained. The combinations of these elementary functions will 
produce complex functions up to highest integrating functions – functions of control, 
reproduction and creation. Any living organism realizes all the elementary 
functions of set R together with the integrating function of control. Many organisms 
realize the function of reproduction. The function of creation in the individual is 
realized fully only by man. In the case of organisms of a lower level of organization 
than man, the function of creation is realized in natural selection on the level of 
population, but not on an individual level. I selected a set of elements of a functional 
invariant of organization, using a point of view that an invariant of functional 
organization should be mathematical group (or one from generalizations of group). 
As a corollary, I have directed my search on mutually antipodal elementary 
operations from the list. 
  
2.8 Emergence (Self-Organizing) of the Ordered Systems 
Emergence is self-organizing of new ordered systems in the course of 
spontaneous processes.  
Ordered dissipative systems are in principle thermodynamically unstable but 
kinetically stable ones (in other words, they are far from equilibrium but 
maintaining a kinetically constant state). During self-organization, the spontaneous 
transitions from one ordered system to another are conditioned by thermodynamic 
instability (non-equilibrium).  
As can be seen from the listed points, any ordered system can be quantitatively and 
qualitatively characterized by its specific group of symmetry. In particular, this 
appears from the fact that the set of transformations which make return of the 
system state to the initial position (form) are just one of the definitions of a group of 
symmetry. 
  
The space of the possible stationary states of the ecosystem (macroapproach) 
mediated by an autonomous agent may be defined as the construction of a 
category of two categories (category of the possible stationary states of the 
autonomous agent and category of the possible stationary states of the 
ecosystem corresponding to the autonomous agent).  
   
As to ecosystem, it may be mathematically considered as a construction of the 
category of two categories - of category of an autonomous agent and of 
category of the specific ecosystem of the autonomous agent. From this point of 
view, functor of category of ecosystem is the set (map) of inter-reflections (inter-
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mapping) of the category of the stationary states of the agent ecosystem from the 
one side and of the corresponding category of adequate stationary states of the 
agent itself from the other.  
 
A cardinal number of the specific set of the functor of the ecosystem (as and other 
quantitative parameters of the functor) would be used as a quantitative 
parameter of estimation of organization (complexity) of ecosystem. 
A category of the ecosystem itself is the set of its possible statuses sequentially 
transient each other.  A category of the autonomous agent is the set of its possible 
statuses sequentially transient each other the same.  
 
2.9 Category Theory 
Category theory is a generalized mathematical theory of systems. One of its goals is to 
reveal the universal properties of systems of a given kind via their relationships with one 
another. Formally, a category C can be described as a collection Ob, the objects of C, which 
satisfy the following conditions:  
1. For every pair a, b of objects, there is a collection Mor(a, b), namely, the morphisms 
from a to b in C.  
2. For every triple a, b and c of objects, there is a partial operation from pairs of 
morphisms in Mor(a, b) X Mor(b, c) to morphisms in Mor(a, c), called the composition 
of morphisms in C.  
3. For every object a, there is a morphism ida in Mor(a, a), called the identity on a. 
Furthermore, morphisms have to satisfy two axioms: associativity and identity.  
One of the interesting features of category theory is that it provides a uniform treatment of 
the notion of system. This can be seen, first, by considering the variety of examples of 
categories. Almost every known example of a mathematical system with the appropriate 
system-preserving map yields a category. 
Any entities, which are structured sets with structure preserving maps, is a category. Thus, 
any preordered set is a category. Any monoid (and thus any group) can be seen as a 
category: in this case, the category has only one object and the morphisms of the category 
are given by the elements of the monoid. Composition of morphisms corresponds to 
multiplication of elements of the monoid. It is easily checked that the axioms of a monoid 
corresponds to the axioms of a category in this particular case. It can therefore be said that 
the notion of a category is a generalization of the concept of preorder and at the same time a 
generalization of the notion of monoid. 
The theory of category, as no any other theory, helps to answer on problems, how the given 
structure can be decomposed on elementary substructures and how the structure can be 
constructed from elementary components. 
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2.10 Functor Theory 
Another crucial aspect of category theory is that it allows seeing how different kinds 
of systems are related to one another. In the very spirit of category theory, what 
should matter here are the morphisms between categories. These are given by 
functors and are informally structure-preserving maps between categories. This 
simply means that, given two categories C and D, a functor F from C to D, should 
send objects of C to objects of D and morphisms of C to morphisms of D in such a 
way that composition of morphisms in C is preserved, i.e. F(g o f) = F(g) o F(f), and 
identity morphisms are preserved, i.e. F(ida) = idFa. It follows immediately that a 
functor preserves commutativity of diagrams between categories. 
 
2.11 Entropy, Symmetry, Free Energy and Direction of Evolution 
When examining the system (a complex of interacting subsystems) as a single whole 
(as if "from outside"), we are speaking about the macroapproach. Here only the 
generalized characteristics of the system are relevant. The generalized 
characteristics (free energy, symmetry and entropy) allow us to speak about the 
direction of the possible spontaneous transformations and/or about the direction of 
the possible behavior of the subsystem of an isolated macrosystem. 
There are certain criteria (the extreme physical principles) for the direction of 
spontaneous autonomous transformations of macrosystems, i.e. spontaneous 
behavior or evolution (repermutations) of microsystems within an isolated 
macrosystem is only "permitted" when: 
1. Free energy of the macrosystem decreases. 
2. Entropy of the macrosystem increases. 
3. Symmetry of the macrosystem increases. 
Criteria 1 and 2 formulate the second law of thermodynamics. Criterion 3 is a 
corollary of the general principle of symmetry of physical phenomena formulated 
by Pierre Curie and reformulated by Joe Rosen - "for a quasi-isolated physical 
system the degree of symmetry cannot decrease as the system evolves, but either 
remains constant or increases" [10] This formulation practically repeats the 
earlier formulation of A.V. Shubnikov and V.A. Kopcik work [3].  Similar results 
were obtained and by A.P. Levich [11].  
Free energy of the system is defined as the ability to do some work autonomously.  
The highest group of transformations, which leave the system unchanged, 
characterizes symmetry of the system. "Highest" means here "including all possible 
transformations".  
As for entropy, the matter is more difficult.  
In this manuscript the total entropy (S) of the specific ecosystem (ecosystem*) of 
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the autonomous agent is defined as the characteristic of a volume (V) of 
hyperspace of the potentially achievable transitional stationary states of 
ecosystem (beginning from the beginning state) on the way to equilibrium. It 
may be defined as S=k lnV.  
This definition is close to that of absolute entropy by Max Plank [12, 13], which 
does not require any probabilistic ideas and is applicable to physical systems 
with any number of degrees of freedom. In according to Max Plank the absolute 
entropy (S) of an isolated system may be defined as S=k lnP, there P - a number 
of possible stationary states of an isolated system. 
The given formula demonstrates exponential dependence of number of states of the 
system on a total number of states it of subsystems. It is of interest, that this 
formula was used not only for calculation of full entropy of the system, but also for 
calculation of full information of a system (formula K. Shannon and R. Hartly). The 
presence of identical expressions for accounts of full entropy and of full information 
of the defined system allows assuming that these two parameters are two mutually 
additional aspects of the same abstract physico-mathematical system.   
The autonomous ecosystem may be mathematically considered as a construction of 
category C ECO-STR of two categories:  
1. category of possible stationary states of the autonomous agent (or the agency) 
and  
2. category of possible stationary states of the autonomous ecosystem.  
The volume (V) of hyperspace of the potentially achievable transitional stationary 
states of ecosystem on the way to equilibrium may be defined as some of 
quantitative parameters of the functor of a construction of category CECO-STR of the 
autonomous ecosystem. The last quantitative parameter may be the cardinal 
number of the specific set which characterizes the functor between category of the 
autonomous ecosystem and category of the intrinsic agent (or agency).  
2.12 Is the Autonomous Ecosystem Isolated or Open? 
Due to our defining of the ecosystem as the inter-closed on one another sets of 
operations, it can consider as isolated (quasi-isolated). Innovational interactions 
with the external world certainly are not forbidden, but such interactions are 
modifications of rules of self-movements of the given ecosystem and it may be 
considered as the origin of a new autonomous ecosystem. As soon as a new 
autonomous agent or another new component in given ecosystem appear from the 
outside, they become the new elements of the given ecosystem and the autonomous 
ecosystem become the new one. 
A specific autonomous ecosystem of an autonomous agent is quasi-isolated. From 
my point of view there are deep basis to consider the specific autonomous ecosystem 
of an autonomous agent as an isolated system. The ecosystem is closed and isolated 
actually i.e. at the moment of decision-making on a choice of a trajectory of behavior 
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in the given time point. Potentially it is open for a future external event. After 
collision with a new situation eco-system incorporate it or itself becomes by a part of 
other system. The decision on the further behavior is accepted by new system again 
in the closed mode.  
2.12.1  We isolate a system as a thought-experiment  
To think that the system is entirely isolated is just an idealization. When extreme 
principles are applied to a real system, we isolate it as a mental abstraction. In fact, 
the system remains open. The mental isolation of the system is emphasized by 
means of the notion of the "independence" of its transformations (behavior). It is 
valid to use the formulated extreme principles locally, as a criterion for choosing the 
direction of spontaneous processes at each concrete point of evolution. 
2.12.2  The ecosystem functional intraclosure isolates this 
autonomous ecosystem organizationally. 
This type of isolation based: 
(i) on the agent's behavior in the specific autonomous ecosystem; 
(ii) on the ecosystem space-time localization around and inside the agent; 
(iii) on the space-time localization of the agent system in the intrinsic autonomous 
ecosystem. 
The boundaries of actual ecosystem can be determined by two ways:  
1. A geographically mediated closure of bio-geo-physico-chemical processes - for 
example island or lake (more exactly - lake together with its catchments-
area).  
An infomationally mediated (for example behaviorally or genetically mediated) 
closure of the specific socio-bio-geo-physico-chemical processes - for example 
enterprise, city, ant-hill.  
An actual ecosystem includes the both ways of closure of physico-chemical processes 
on each other. Each given biological ecosystem includes a context of naturally 
geographical conditions and is adapted to this context. During a sharp change of an 
environment, any biological component of bio-ecosystem can appear insufficiently 
adapted and will perish. Therefore, naturally, strategic tendency of evolution is 
accumulation by the autonomous information agent of the most universal 
adaptations to conditions of the specific environment. In a limit, the autonomous 
agent is not simply adapted to environment, but also includes operational 
(functional) components of an environment in the system. Therefore, cell, 
apparently, includes in itself a complex of conditions existing in primary "broth". 
Multicellular organism includes a complex of the conditions, existing at ocean in 
which it was evolutionary formed (the specific ionic composition of blood - as at 
ocean, optimum temperature ...). The shells of snails reproduce conditions of 
burrow. A scuba diver takes with itself under water a stock of an air. Cosmonauts 
take the terrestrial conditions with themselves in space. 
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We speak, that "the autonomous agent include (interiorize) in its system the 
conditions of environment" when this autonomous agent can reproduce these 
conditions in the necessary time and in the necessary place. The autonomous agent 
incorporates not only elementary operations of a set R, describing mutual relations 
of the agent with its environment, but also such integrating operations as control, 
reproduction and creation, which are realizing in volume of the ecosystem. 
Therefore, up to the origin of Man, function of creation was not personified and was 
carried out on all volume of the population ecosystem as the natural selection. Man 
has interiorized in itself the ability to creative solutions (by simulating a human 
specific ecosystem in the nervous system).  
2.13  The Universal Stationary States of Autonomous Agent 
This generalized conception about stationary states of any autonomous agents 
named "Statology" is given. Earlier the ideas of phase and stage reconstructions of 
cells were developed within the conceptions of parabiosis (N.E. Vvedensky - 
parabiosis is a long-term, nonwave, in essence gradual excitation of cell), 
necrobiosis (R. Virkhov, V.V. Lepeshkin), paranecrosis (P.N. Nasonov and V.Ya. 
Alexandrov), stress as a nonspecific adaptive syndrome (G. Selier). N.E. Vvedensky 
formulated the earliest and fullest initial conception dealt with universal 
physiological mechanisms of realization of the unity between organism and 
environment in monograph of 1901 year [14]. 
2.13.1  Eight Universal Stationary States of Any Autonomous Agent 
From my point of view, it is possible to allocate eight sequentially passing into 
each other stationary states in which there any autonomous agent 
(organism, organization, an automatic machine, functional intraclosure) or any 
autonomous agent's subsystem can be:  
 
  (1) Deep rest (there is no availability for direct activation of working activity - 
deep preservation, hibernation, sleep ...).  
  (2) Rest (there is availability for direct activation of working activity).  
  (3) Activation. In case of a cell, it is the period of activation of cellular 
metabolism. It is characterized by a rise and a subsequent fall of the cellular 
membrane potential (temporal hyperpolarization). There is a temporal increase 
of the stability to outer influences thanks to mobilization of resources.  
  (4) Strain. In case of a cell - depolarization of the cellular potential begins and 
gets, by degrees, deeper. The main functions of the cell (for example, generating 
of the potential of action of nervous and muscular cells) are kept.  
  (5) Overstrain. In case of a cell - the cellular potential decreases excessively. 
Reversible disturbances of the main cellular functions, related, in particular, to 
an excessive excitation, appear.  
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  (6) Reversible oppression (breakdown, illness). In case of a cell - the cellular 
metabolism is oppressed at a progressive magnification of the cell membrane 
permeability for all ions.  
  (7) Irreversible oppression. In case of a cell - the cell metabolism is oppressed on 
a hum noise of irreversible magnification of permeability of a cell membrane for 
all ions and of an irreversible diminution of a membrane potential. There are 
irreversible violations of principal functions of a cell.  
  (8) Death (total destruction).  
   
These eight sequentially passing each other stationary states of any autonomous 
agent and its subsystems allow to see on  any autonomous agent as on automaton.  
 
2.13.2  Emotions - Mechanisms of Switches of Stationary States of an 
Autonomous Agent 
Some words about emotions, which operationally are mechanisms of changing of 
stationary states of an autonomous agent (and of the agents subsystems). It is 
possible to mark out the following operational components of such mechanisms:  
 Choice (instinctive, intuitive, aesthetically mediated, automatic) of an 
expedient status (stationary state) of an autonomous agent or of some of its 
parts;  
 Switching of mechanism of activation of  the selected expedient status 
(stationary state) of an autonomous agent or of some of it's part;  
 Modulation (strengthening or decrease) of mechanisms defining the selected 
and switched status of an autonomous agent or of some of its part.  
2.14  Entropy and Symmetry of Ecosystem 
It may be formulated that on each step of evolution the total entropy of the 
autonomous ecosystem may be defined as a volume of the catalyzed by the 
specific autonomous agent (s) potentially achievable space of transitions of the 
ecosystem permutations on a way of autonomous ecosystem to equilibrium.  
At the same time, I believe that the notion of the space of transitions of 
permutations of the ecosystem of autonomous agent on a way to equilibrium could 
be defined also as a space of physically possible transitional groups of symmetry of 
the specific ecosystem.  
Hence, it appears that total entropy of the ecosystem is an extensive characteristic 
of its potentially achievable symmetry. It seems to be rather paradoxical. The degree 
of a paradox of this statement a little decreases if to take into account, that an 
entropy, as well as symmetry is a corollary of a realization "the ability of a system 
to transformations". "The internal ability to transformations" is translation of word 
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"entropy" from Greek. The symmetry is a cumulative outcome of permutations. The 
entropy is a cumulative outcome of use (of dissipation) of a free energy. Certainly, 
the presence "abilities to transformations" is a property of a free energy. The use of 
a free energy of a system result both to magnification of number of possible 
permutations of a system, and to growth of its entropy.  
The origin and evolution of life is a self-organization (emergence) of autonomous 
agents in their specific ecosystems. Spontaneous formation of these complexes occur 
in such a way that certain combinations, satisfying the formulated extreme 
principles, are realized. New self-organized ordered systems are formed based on 
the kinetic stabilities emerged earlier.  
So, choice of each step between all possible steps within self-organization means 
that selected step bring the highest of all possible increasing in the per system 
(i.e. per it's mass or volume) contribution of newly-emerging autonomous agent to 
realization of the formulated extreme principles.  
Each autonomous agent in its evolution "aspires" to take over all operations which 
are served by all subsystems of an autonomous ecosystem (and by the agent itself), 
including not only elementary operations, but also such integrated operations as 
control, reproduction and creation. Each step in this direction gives evolutionary 
advantages to this subsystem. Parallel opportunity of interpretation of evolutionary 
advantages is intensification of power output (increase of capacity) of separate 
operations, which is carried out by the autonomous agent in its specific ecosystem.  
 
2.15 The Total Quantitative Criterion of Evolutionary Direction 
The total quantitative criterion of evolutionary direction of the newly-
appearing autonomous agent may be formulated as the specific 
quantitatively expressed capacities of operations from the group G, which are 
executing by the agent in it's specific ecosystem (alternatively expressed 
through a modification of such generalized characteristics as free energy 
either entropy or symmetry) in the reverse ratio to an extensive 
characteristic of the ecosystem (for example to a mass or to a number of 
structural compatible elements or to volume of the ecosystem). 
There are proportional parities between evolutionary increments of the operational 
power of the autonomous agent expressed by (i) a diminution of a level of free 
energy of the ecosystem, magnification of the symmetry of an ecosystem and (ii) 
magnification of entropy of the ecosystem.  
The maximally possible increase of this total quantitative criterion of 
evolutionary direction per newly-emerging autonomous agent (between all 
virtually possible permutations of the agent) give  the "permission" for 
spontaneous realization in according the extreme physical principles.  
E.g., let's allow: 
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Symm be parameter of a quantitative evaluation of operational symmetry of 
ecosystem (Symm - a quantitative evaluation of highest automorphism group of the 
ecosystem) 
ΔSymm be changing a quantitative evaluation of symmetry of the specific ecosystem 
of autonomous agent after the agent's evolutionary step, 
Δt   be the time of the evolutionary transition, 
m     be mass of the ecosystem, including the mass of the agent or only the mass of 
the last one, 
Then one of possible formulation of total criterion of the evolutionary direction is:  
Spontaneous appearing of  one from the possible  (uniformly allowed 
by kinetics)  self -organizing ecosystems is carried out for the variant 
which has a  maximal magnitude of  a parameter ΔSymm /(m•Δt )  
 
 
 
The given parameter can be called as the quantitative criterion of an aesthetic 
evaluation of the evolutionary tendencies. This criterion should play a key role 
in creation of informational systems of a creative decision making (systems of 
automatic creative designing). I am speaking about a quantitative aesthetic 
evaluation, as the evaluation of a level of symmetry of a system traditionally is 
analog of an evaluation of a level of a beauty of the system. 
[The static variant of the given criterion - Symm/m - it is a parameter of an 
evaluation of a specific symmetry of an ecosystem (ecosystem)]. 
It needs to say here that from my point of view an aesthetics reception is the main 
component of human creativity. 
If to use (instead Symm) such macroscopic parameter of quantitative evaluation of 
an ecosystem as the free energy F, the considered parameter will look as follows: 
ΔF/(m•Δt) 
Their ΔF is changing of the free energy of the ecosystem after the autonomous 
agent  evolutionary step.  
In the denominator of the all parameters instead of a mass can be and other 
extensive parameter of an evaluation of an ecosystem - such as number of 
structural elements of an ecosystem or volume of an ecosystem.  
      Symmetry of an ecosystem is its highest (including all possible transformations) 
group of automorphism  



transitionsystemTIMEecosystemVOLUMEecosystemMASSeco
systemoSYMMETRYec
____
_
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Symmetry of autonomous agent may be considered as a capacity of part of the 
group G of functional intraclosure of operations of the set R realizing in the 
ecosystem.  
The symmetry of the ecosystem can be quantitatively characterized by a specific 
cardinal number of  the corresponding group (as and by other quantitative 
parameters of the group).  
   
An additional quantitative interpretation of the specific symmetry of the ecosystem 
may consider the cardinal number of the specific set of the functor of a construction 
of category Ceco-str of two categories: 
1. category of possible stationary states of the autonomous agent (or the agency) 
and of the corresponding  
2. category of possible stationary states of the autonomous ecosystem.  
Category of stationary states of the ecosystem from the one side and of the 
corresponding category of adequate stationary states of the agent (or multi-agent 
agency) from the other (as and other quantitative parameters of the functor). Both 
these quantitative interpretations (group and category-functor ones) largely 
coincide one another. 
2.15.1  Direction of Progress 
An automatic (naturally forced) selection of alternative combinations of the 
ecosystem elements under consideration goes in the direction satisfying the 
formulated extreme principles. The criterion is the same for both the direction of 
spontaneous evolution and for the direction of progress.  
Thus, spontaneous evolutionary direction (progress) corresponds to increasing of 
an operational capacity (number of operations and number of their mutual 
accommodations) and power (productivity of separate and combined operations) 
per extensive unit of the ecosystem (for example per  mass or number of 
structural compatible elements or volume of the ecosystem).  
In other words speaking, the spontaneous evolution of a subsystem of an 
autonomous ecosystem proceeds simultaneously in the direction as increase of 
the operational power output of given subsystem and in the direction of an 
increasing of multioperationality (multifunctionality) of given subsystem of the 
autonomous ecosystem.  
Schematically role of autonomous agent in increasing of specific symmetry of his 
eco-system (it’s harmonization) may be imagine as follows – Fig. 1, Fig. 2 and 
Fig. 3.   
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Figure. 2. An autonomous agent in its intrinsic ecosystem. Ecosystem is 
considered here as an actually closed and potentially opened monad (eidos).  
 
The main function of human is harmonization of his intrinsic ecosystem. It occur 
thanks to a 4D (3D+t) models (intuition, imagination, mathematical modeling) of 
possible trajectories of development of ecosystem by the person and to realizations 
of the optimum script based on the logic maps of these probable trajectories. The 
main function of a life is the increase in specific beauty of ecosystem. More detailed 
scheme of mutual interrelations of the independent agent and its intrinsic 
ecosystem are in figure 2.  This scheme demands thoughtful consideration.  
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Figure 3. The more detailed scheme of the harmonisation role of autonomous agent 
in its intrinsic ecosystem. 
2.16  Steps of Emergence 
Let me consider stages of emergence of autonomous agents and their autonomous 
ecosystems based on the set of systems of set M. The following steps of emergence 
leading to the origin and evolution of the living can be discerned: 
1. Emergence of elementary cycles of catalysis (elementary operational cycle). 
Each elementary catalytic (operational) cycle beginning from the ready to 
work catalyst (operator) and ending by the same ready to work catalyst 
(operator). There are ten pairs of mutually antipodal elementary operations 
(elementary catalytic actions) with substance, energy and information on the 
set of compatible systems (set M) that underlie life. 
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3. Emergence of cycles of autocatalysis consisting of elementary cycles of 
catalysis; 
Emergence of hypercycles [2] consisting of cycles of auto catalysts;  
1. 4. Emergence of functional intraclosure over the operations of set R of 
hypercyclic,  
autocatalytic, catalytic and simple noncatalytic systems of an autonomous 
ecosystem. 
[The emerging of the functional closures (organized systems) in evolution open the 
way of the organizationally mediated (mutually catalyzed) increasing amplification 
of the dissipation flows. It is due an evolutionary increasing ability of organized 
systems to extract a free energy from the environment.] 
1'. Beginning of the next iteration of the self-organization. Functional intraclosures 
formed by this process fill up the set of self-organized systems of the set M. They 
belong to a higher level of organization. The new level of organization is basic for 
the recurrence of the described self-organized logic etc. The last peculiarity - the 
functional isomorphism of organization of life on any level of organization is a 
property of the fractal organization of life. The fractal of organization of life is the 
total functional intraclosure of set R. The fractal correspond to one of individual 
permutations of autonomous ecosystems (as and of others entire functional  
intraclosures - SEE column 4 of Table 2). 
It may be hypothesized that the algorithm of the cycle of self-organization from 1 to 
1', etc. is an invariant not only for organisms and organizations, but also for ideas. 
In the latter case, it may be named "the invariant cognitive cycle" (SEE line E of 
Table 2). Here are some metaphors relating to this understanding (Table 2.): N
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Table 2. Metaphoric examples of the stages of self-organization (emergence) 
 1  2  3  4  
  
Control 
(catalytic/ope
rational 
cycles)  
Autocatalytic 
cycles (cycles of 
catalytic cycles) 
Hypercycles  
(cycles of 
autocatalytic 
cycles) 
Total 
functional  
intraclosure  
A  
macromolecul
es  
complexes of 
macromolecules  
cell subsystems  cell  
B  cells  tissues  organs organism  
C  organisms  populations  associations  geo-ecosystem  
D  
personality 
(individuals) 
groups  
departments 
(sections)  
institute  
E  institutes  branches  
ministries 
(boards)  
state  
F  
symbols 
(marks, 
signs) of 
language 
words 
(elementary 
constructions of 
language) 
collocations 
(words-
combinations) 
sentence 
(operators) of 
 language 
G  
the empirical 
  descriptions  
the particular 
theories 
the partially 
generalized 
theories 
the united 
generalized 
theory 
Between the levels of organizations A, B, C, D, E, F and G functional algorithms of  
subordination are similar. Self-organizing from 1 to 4 and from A to E are the 
processes of interiorization of environments in internal system of the emerging (step 
by step more and more and more complicated) autonomous agents. 
 
2.17   Level of Organization 
A level of organization is a stage in the evolution of system, on which the 
functional intraclosure of their subsystems corresponds to a principle unity of 
their specific morphological conformation (with their structural homomorphism).  
   
The functional intraclosure of subsystems of the autonomous ecosystem makes 
sense, so that when autonomous agent and it's autonomous ecosystem 
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interacting with each other, they provide a kinetically stable existence and 
development of each other in the context of realizations of extreme physical 
principles.  
Information mediating the selection of these behavioral forms appears at the points 
where alternative behavioral forms (combinations of dissipation flows) are equally 
probable or the realization of less probable behavioral forms is necessary from the 
standpoint of satisfaction of the extreme principles. 
Realization of the selection of the given behavioral form by the system occurs with 
the help of controlling subsystems making selective steps in potential kinetic 
barriers, which keep back the dissipation of free energy of the system and/or 
selectively lower such potential barriers in accordance with the available 
information. 
The mediating function of information becomes a participator of principle in the 
mutual co-ordination of self-organized organic systems, beginning with the stage of 
emergence of hypercycles. 
Information is the central factor in determining the stability and the functional 
efficiency of the informational mediated stationary systems to which living 
organisms belong. Hence, the main link in the evolutionary process of life is a 
functional perfection for obtaining, accumulating, processing and using information. 
From our standpoint, the physical essence of information and the physical essence 
of life are in close interrelation. The well-known theory of optimal coding by Claude 
Shannon, based on the statistical determination of entropy, is very often called the 
theory of information. Yet neither statistical manipulations by quantity of bits in a 
file nor statistical manipulations by quantity of individuals in a population allowed 
us, until now, to understand the physical essence of these phenomena simply and 
distinctly enough. 
  
2.18  The Physical Essence of Life 
A long historical search for the physical specificity of life did not permit to relate it 
either to growth, or to reproduction, or to structural regeneration, or to substance 
exchange ... These phenomena have been found and in crystals and in other purely 
physicochemical systems. Information is the only attribute, which specifically 
inheres in the living. The function of information is a configuring and mediating co-
ordination of processes, taking place in and between organisms. 
 
2.18.1  Purposefulness 
The co-ordination and organization of all living processes presume the presence of a 
purposefulness that is intrinsic in living organisms. To our mind, the physical side 
of this purposefulness consists in that life is not a direct way of realizing extreme 
physical principles, as these occur in traditional physics, but an organizationally 
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mediated one. When considering life (an autonomous ecosystem of autonomous 
agent) as a" black box", then the change in generalized physical characteristics at 
the entrance and exit of this black box will correspond to our extreme physical 
principles. At the same time, some processes, hardly probable from the standpoint 
of traditional physics, may deterministically occur inside this black box. Determined 
realization of such hardly probable processes is the consequence of living 
organization, which is mediated by information. Thus, information fulfills the 
function of mediating the co-organization of living processes. Life is, in its turn, the 
way of realizing extreme principles of physics through entire co-organization of the 
behavior of systems. 
  
2.18.2  Information 
Information is a reflection of a definite trajectory of the behavior of the 
autonomous agent (or agency of multi-agents) in the space of possible behavioral 
forms of its autonomous ecosystem, that allows the agent to identically repeat a 
selection made earlier in its behavior in the correspondence with extreme 
physical principles.    
It can be also said that information is fixed in any form of interrelation of events. 
In the last sense, "information" and "reflection of the function" are the same.  
The category-functor definition of information: information is the intermapping 
(the functor) between category of stationary states of the specific autonomous 
agent (or of the multi-agent agency) from the one side and the category of 
adequate stationary states of corresponding ecosystem  from the other. 
Information as the functor may be considered and as endofunctor of an 
autonomous ecosystem - i.e. inside functor – the  functor with mapping to and 
from the same category of an autonomous ecosystem.  
 
Information is the central link in the mechanism of the co-ordination by the 
autonomous agent (or by an agency - by multi-agents) of operations of set R within 
the subsystems of the specific autonomous ecosystem.  
A total information of an agent is defined by me as a reflection of hyper-
trajectory in space of physically probable transitions of the agent system 
permutations on a way of the autonomous ecosystem to equilibrium.  
The total information on behavior of an agent is defined by me as a reflection of 
trajectory of physically probable forms of the agent behavior on a way of it's 
autonomous ecosystem to equilibrium.  
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2.19  Integrating Functions 
Functionally, information manifests itself in three different forms, which are three 
integrating functions: control, reproduction and creation. The three functions 
integrate elementary operations of set R to a single whole within functional 
intraclosures. 
Figure 4 illustrated the circuit of interactions of elementary and of integrating 
operations within the holistic functional intraclosure. It is interesting, that the new 
information created during creativity is auto-projected on organizational integrity.  
 
Figure 4. The circuit of interactions of elementary and of integrating operations 
within the holistic functional intraclosure. The same schema is Table 1 - Set R 
includes five pairs of mutually antipodal elementary operations (elementary catalytic 
actions) with substance, energy and information on the set of compatible systems 
(set M) that underlie life and any autonomous agent.   
 
2.19.1  Control 
Control is a directed change in the probability of realizing alternative 
trajectories of a controlled system (object) behavior. The elementary cycle of 
catalysis is the simplest act of control. 
2.19.2  Reproduction 
Reproduction is hypercycle of elementary control processes - i.e. a cycle of a 
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controlled system transformations and which results in emergence of the system 
copy.  
   
2.19.3  Creation 
Creation is combinatorial process of a polymorphic reproduction of a more 
beautiful copy of the system (the more symmetrical one and with a more high 
accordance to the quantitative total criterion of evolutionary direction). 
Creation is hypercycle of reproduction cycles (reproduction is the hypercycle of 
the control cycles).  
A polymorphic reproduction of a system is reproduction of a new type of 
permutation of elements of system by input and/or removing its elements 
and/or by changing configurations of the relations of elements. Information 
which arise in the creation cycle is the base for reproduction of new element 
base (of autonomous agents), which permit new, higher level of organization 
and behavior. Creation is the emergent function.  
   
2.20  Life 
Life is the spontaneous process of combinatorial generating of the group G by 
combining the physical operations of set R on the set M towards a highest possible 
symmetry of the Universe in accordance with extreme physical principles. 
In short - life is process of generating of a beauty.  
The mapping (mediating) of the process of life occurs by information, which is the 
base of three integrating functions of any autonomous agent: control, reproduction 
and creation. The last functions integrate elementary operations of set R to a single 
whole within functional intraclosures. These functional intraclosures are 
autonomous ecosystems. 
The life is the highest form of spontaneous selforganizing processes. Life’s natural 
tendency is a generating of Uniform Autonomous Agent (Agency), autonomous 
ecosystem of which is the whole Universe. 
  
2.21  Culture 
Culture is the whole complex of all the highest (the evolutionary most progressive) 
achievements in all fields of human activities.  
Estimates of evolutionary progressiveness occur according to the evolutionary 
progress criterion, which has been formulated in this work. Human activities 
proceed within the limits of the universal mechanisms of self-organization that are 
typical for the living (SEE the definition of life and the above in context). In general 
outline, these activities can be defined as the man-mediated process of 
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combinatorial mutual enclosure of the universal integrating operations: control (C), 
reproduction (R) and creation (Cr). In the simplest and most general form, this 
combinatorial enclosure is represented by all possible binary permutations of the 
three integrating operations. The nine pairs of the three integrating operations 
have been analyzed, and the conclusion has been made that they correspond to the 
most general functional elements of culture or (which is the same) to the most 
general fields of professional human activities (SEE Tables 3 and 4).  
The real content of individual elements of culture (professional positions) is in 
addition profoundly differentiated. So, each of the 9 cells in Table 3 can be divided 
into analogous 9 subcells. This results from the formulated combinatorial nature of 
life. In addition, according to common sense, it is clear as well, that, for instance, 
there are some elements of art in real policy, and there are some elements of 
ideology in real religion (or art).  
 
2.21.1  Functional Scheme of Culture - Infomationally Active Positions 
Table 3. Functional Scheme of Culture - interrelations of the most general 
professional fields of active people - mentors and generators of ideas. The functional 
elements of the scheme - binary permutations of the integrating operations: 
creation, reproduction and control. 
  
Creation 
(Cr)  
Reproduction (R) Control (C) 
C
r  
1*- CrCr  
Faith  
Art  
Metaphysics
  
2- CrR   
Science 
3- CrC   
Policy 
R
  
4- RCr   
Upbringing  
(Game) 
5- RR  
Education  
Technology  
(Enlightenment) 
6- RC   
Teaching  
(Drill) 
C
  
7- CCr   
Methodology 
8- CR  
Organization  
Management  
9** - CC   
Ideology 
CrCr: creation of creation; CR: creation of reproduction; etc. 
*1 -> 2 -> 3 -> 4 -> 5 -> 6 -> 7 -> 8 -> 9 - the moving of a new information 
**9 -> 8 -> 7 -> 6 -> 5 -> 4 -> 3 -> 2 -> 1 - the moving of an old information 
New information emerges in a course of creation, and by means of reproduction it is 
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used as the basis of control processes of the culture. 
Old information moves in the opposite direction - from control to reproduction and 
from reproduction to creation. These results from the definitions formulated in this 
work as well as from common sense. Hence, a conclusion inevitably comes to mind: 
in culture, new information emerges in religion, art and metaphysics and moves 
through science to policy and, farther on, to upbringing, education, teaching, 
methodology and, in the end, to ideology (SEE Table 3). However, it is the moving of 
new information through active persons (through subjects) - through the mentors 
and through so-called "generators of ideas". Old information moves in culture in the 
opposite direction beginning with ideology. The moving of information through 
passive persons (through objects) is something different - from religion, art and 
metaphysics through upbringing to methodology and, farther on, to science, 
education, organization, policy, teaching and, in the end, to ideology (SEE Table 4). 
Old information moves in the reverse sequence beginning with ideology. 
 
2.21.2  Functional Scheme of Culture - Infomationally Passive 
Positions 
Table 4. Functional Scheme of Culture - interrelations of the most general 
professional fields of the passive people - students and others users of ideas. The 
functional elements of the scheme - binary permutations of the integrating 
operations: creation, reproduction and control. 
  
  Creation (Cr)  
Reproduction 
(R)  
Control (C)  
Cr
  
1*- CrCr  
Faith 
Art  
Metaphysics  
4- CrR  
   
Science 
7- CrC  
   
Policy 
R 
2- RCr   
Upbringing  
(Game) 
5- RR  
Technology  
Education  
(Enlightenment)
  
8- RC   
Teaching  
(Drill) 
C  
3- CCr   
Methodology 
6- CR  
Organization  
Management  
9**- CC   
Ideology 
CrCr: creation of creation; CR: creation of reproduction; etc. 
  *1 -> 2 -> 3 -> 4 ->5 -> 6 -> 7 -> 8 -> 9 - the moving of a new information 
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**9 -> 8 -> 7 -> 6 -> 5 -> 4 -> 3 -> 2 -> 1 - the moving of an old information 
  
Streams of innovations (the new information) and traditions (the old information) in 
the evident generalized form are presented in Figure 5.  
 
 
Figure 5 “Crystal” of Culture - Functional Scheme of Culture – Simultaneous 
allocation of streams of the new and old information in Culture. Figure unites the 
schemes presented on tables 3 and 4. The functional elements of the scheme - 
binary permutations of the integrating operations: creation, reproduction and 
control. Cr – Creation, R – Reproduction, C – Control, CrCr – Creation of Creation, 
CrR – Creation of Reproduction … 
 
2.22  Discovery 
This report on the united logic of organization, behavior and the evolution of life 
would be incomplete without giving additional precision to the creation 
mechanisms. When defining creation as a specific combinatorial process, the 
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sources of its components should be considered as well. Creation can occur based on 
a fixed number of known elements to be combined. In cases where the range of 
known (accessible) combined elements is not replenished, the creation process may 
reach a deadlock, and new creative prospects can then arise thanks to the discovery 
either of new, previously unknown elements or by finding new sources of existing 
exhausted elements. Thus, discovery is the special form of the creation process 
replenishing it with new components. 
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